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Dosti House 
2018 Periodicals list 

 
 

 

Adventure Box          10 issues/12 months 

 

Children's literature to help your child's reading development. 
 

American Cinematographer         Monthly  

 

American Cinematographer is a magazine published monthly by the American Society of 

Cinematographers. It focuses on the art and craft of cinematography, covering domestic and foreign 

feature productions, television productions, short films, music videos and commercials. 

 

Animation magazine         10 times/year 

 

Animation Magazine is an American print magazine and website covering the animation industry and 

education, as well as visual effects. 

 

Art in America          Monthly 
 

Art in America is an illustrated monthly, international magazine concentrating on the contemporary art 

world in the United States, including profiles of artists and genres, updates about art movements, show 

reviews and event schedules. wat is designed for collectors, artists, art dealers, art professionals and other 

readers are interested in the art world. 

 

Atlantic Monthly         Monthly 

 

Created as a literary and cultural commentary magazine, it has grown to achieve a national reputation as a 

high-quality review organ with a moderate worldview.[3] The magazine has notably recognized and 

published new writers and poets, as well as encouraged major careers. It has published leading writers' 

commentary on abolition, education, and other major issues in contemporary political affairs. 

 

Bloomberg Business Week        50 issues 

 

A renowned business publication. Business news, trends and profiles of successful businesspeople. 

 

Click            9 issues 
 

Click Click's motto is "Opening windows for young minds" and the magazine delivers with a wide range 

of quirky facts and stranger-than-fiction photography. 
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Cobblestone (Discover American History)      9 issues 

 

Designed to meet curriculum standards for history/social science while still being a lively and entertaining 

reading experience for young history buffs, COBBLESTONE is the recognized leader in the study of 

American history. 

 

Cricket: the magazine for children       9 issues 

 

CRICKET publishes only the highest quality fiction and classic literature and nonfiction stories on 

culture, history, science, and the arts. Each 48-page issue includes a story, poetry, or art contest, as well as 

the signature cast of rambunctious bug characters who offer humorous commentary on the stories.    

 
Discover          10 issues 

A science magazine that includes current news and information about all areas of science and technology 

with general interest articles written in nontechnical language. 

Dwell           10 issues 

Dwell magazine is a smart, accessible publication dedicated to modern design. Each issue explores the 

myriad ways in which good design thinking can deliver a better life. 

Econtent          6 issues 

A bimonthly trade magazine focused on the acquisition, creation, management, storage and distribution of 

digital content. Articles provide essential research, reporting, news, and analysis of content-related issues 

for executives and professionals involved in digital content in both commercial and enterprise 

environments. 

Education Digest         9 issues 

Covers the entire education field from pre-elementary to college levels for school libraries and 

administrators, superintendents, supervisors and principals. 

Entertainment Weekly        50 issues 

 

A magazine reporting on trends in the entertainment industry. Features reviews and reports on 

current and noteworthy evens in television, movies, video, music, and kid.' entertainment, as 

well as celebrity gossip. 

 

Entrepreneur Magazine        10 issues 

 

Entrepreneur magazine is the premier source for everything small business. 

 

Esquire          10 issues 

 

Magazine reporting on men's interests and fashions. 
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Faces: People, places & culture       9 issues 

 

Around the world and back, young readers get an honest and unbiased view of how people in 

other countries and world regions live. From the clothes they wear to the foods they eat, readers 

get a glimpse into the way their peers live. Each issue takes readers to a different country or 

region, or explores a topic of global importance. Be a citizen of the world. 

 

Family Circle           Monthly 

 

Family Circle magazine is a publication that covers all aspects of family life and provides you 

with helpful recipes and cooking tips, decorating ideas, cleaning advice, and family activities 

you can enjoy with your entire household. Each issue is packed with informative articles on a 

variety of topics such as health and nutrition, fashion and beauty tips, and delicious recipes 

your entire family will love. 

 

Disney Family fun         8 issues 

  

The magazine is written for parents with children aged 3 to 12, and focuses on family cooking, 

vacations, parties, holidays, crafts, and learning. 

 

Fast company          10 issues 

 

A business magazine devoted to innovative business practices. Reports on how companies 

create and compete and are reinventing business. Themes include business, information 

technology, marketing, and best practices. 

 

Film Comment          (6 issues) 
 

Film Comment is an arts and culture magazine now published by the Film Society of Lincoln 

Center, of which it is its official publication. Film Comment features reviews and analysis of 

mainstream, art-house, and avant-garde filmmaking from around the world. 

 

Forbes           18 issues 

 

For corporate officers and other major executives in business interested in developing 

management insight through review of the nation's largest corporations. 

 

Foreign Affairs          6 issues 

 

A scholarly bimonthly journal published by the Council on Foreign Relations that covers 

international affairs and foreign policy and provides an international forum for new ideas, 
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analysis, and debate on significant world issues. Audience includes government officials, 

academics, business leaders, and non-governmental groups such as human rights 

organizations. 

 

Foreign Policy          7 issues 

 

Covers political science and international relations.  

 

Fortune          20 issues 

 

Fortune is a multinational business magazine, published and owned by Time Inc. The magazine 

competes with Forbes and Bloomberg Businessweek in the national business magazine category 

and distinguishes itself with long, in-depth feature articles.[2] The magazine is best known for 

the Fortune 500, a ranking of companies by revenue that it has published annually since 1955. 

 

Good Housekeeping         Monthly 

 

A consumer magazine focusing on issues for women, home and family. Regular departments 

include advice by Peggy Post, Hints by Heloise, and columns by Jane Bryant Quinn. Articles 

focus on health, beauty, relationships, fitness and interior decoration. 

 

Harvard Business Review        6 issues 

 

Harvard Business Review (HBR) is a general management magazine published by Harvard 

Business Publishing. HBR's articles cover a wide range of topics that are relevant to different 

industries, management functions, and geographic locations. These focus on such areas as 

leadership, organizational change, negotiation, strategy, operations, marketing, finance, and 

managing people. 

 

Health           10 issues  

 

Provides information on the latest advancements in human health. 

 

Inc. Magazine          10 issues 

 

A business magazine that presents information for small business management, including 

financing, the law, marketing, taxes, and managing people. Includes columns and departments 

on trends, new Internet technology, tips from CEOs, and advice on managing people. 

 

Library Journal          Semimonthly  

A full-service magazine/ working tool tailored to the information needs of librarians and 

managers in public, academic and corporate libraries. 
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Make: Technology on your time        6 issues 

 

Make is published by Maker Media[1] which focuses on do it yourself and/or Do It With Others 

projects involving computers, electronics, robotics, metalworking, woodworking and other 

disciplines. The magazine is marketed to people who enjoy making things and features complex 

projects which can often be completed with cheap materials, including household items. 

 

MELUS: The Journal of the Society for the Study of the Multi-Ethnic Literature of the United 

States           4 issues 

 

A journal concentrating on multi-ethnic American literature for the academic audience. 

 

MIT Sloan Management Review        Quarterly 

 

Articles on key issues that affect national and international senior management professionals, 

focusing on entrepreneurial technologies and business intelligence systems. 

 

MIT Technology Review         6 issues  

 

Magazine reviewing new developments in technology with an emphasis on economic, political, 

and social implications. Not a new product publication. 

 

Money           12 issues 

 

Money is the nation's largest personal finance magazine. Money's mission is to help readers 

make better decisions, not just in their investment portfolio, but everywhere life and money 

intersects - family, home, health, finances, career, spending and their future. 

 

MUSE            9 times 

 

MUSE is the science and arts magazine for kids that’s spot on with the facts and off the wall 

with the jokes. Kids who can't help wondering whether video games really kill their brain cells, 

or what a gentleman ladybug is called, will find the answers here, in articles written by award-

winning authors and accompanied by high-quality illustration and photography. 

 

National Geographic         Monthly  

 

The flagship publication of the National Geographic Society, publishing articles on interesting 

people, places, customs, activities and nature on a worldwide scale, with an emphasis on 

human involvement in a changing universe.  
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National Geographic Kids          10 issues 

 

National Geographic Kids magazine is aimed at young readers from six years and up who want 

to find out more about the world around them. The magazine contains a superb blend of 

photos, fun facts, and articles presented in a cheery style, making it perfect for keeping kids' 

attention.  

 

National Geographic Traveler        6 issues 

 

Presents photographs and informative articles on travel to established destinations around the 

world. Articles focus on a particular region and its culture, and do not always include lodging 

or dining information. Examines travel trends and topics such as airlines and the tourism 

industry. 

 

National Interest          6 issues 

 

A bi-monthly journal of international affairs and diplomacy, covering foreign policy of the U.S. 

and how it influences international relations. Devotes particular attention to ideas and the way 

in which cultural and social differences, technological innovations, history, and religion impact 

the behavior of states. 

 

National Review          24 issues 

 

A journal of news and opinion on national and international issues. Publishes articles, reviews 

of the arts, and editorials from a conservative standpoint. Numerous political cartoons appear 

throughout. 

 

New York Review of Books        20 issues 

 

The New York Review of Books has served as a forum for writers and thinkers to discuss not 

only current books but also the provocative and complex issues of American culture, society, 

economics, politics, and the arts. 

 

New York Times Book Review       52 issues 

 

The New York Times Book Review is a weekly paper-magazine supplement to The New York 

Times in which current non-fiction and fiction books are reviewed. It is one of the most 

influential and widely read book review publications in the industry. 

 

The New Yorker          47 issues 

  

Magazine publishing news editorials, short fiction, poetry, and art reviews. 
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O Oprah Magazine         Monthly 

 

O, The Oprah Magazine gives confident, smart women the tools they need to explore and reach 

for their dreams, to express their individual style and to make choices that will lead to a happier 

and more fulfilling life. With one of the most trusted women in America serving as the 

magazine’s inspiration, O serves as a catalyst for transforming women's lives. 

 

Outside           Monthly 

 

Outside covers travel, sports, health, and fitness, as well as the personalities, the environment, 

and the style and culture of the world outside. 

 

People Weekly          54 issues  

 

A consumer magazine offering news of the entertainment world. Contains information on 

celebrities, newsmakers, and real people of interest. 

 

Poetry           11 issues 

 

Poetry regularly presents new work by the most recognized poets, but its primary commitment 

is still to discover new voices 

 

Popular Science          6 issues 

  

Popular Science has been a leading source of science and technology news since its inception 

way back in 1872. 

 

Prevention           Monthly 

 

A consumer magazine featuring new developments in nutrition, preventive medicine, fitness, 

natural living and drugless therapies. 

 

Psychology Today          6 issues  

 

A bimonthly popular magazine of psychology that contains articles on current issues in human 

behavior, written for the nonprofessional reader. Includes self-help articles and tests, book 

reviews and opinion columns. Directed toward general audiences. 
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Ranger Rick            10 issues  

 

Ranger Rick is for children ages 7 and up. Each issue is packed with amazing facts, stunning 

photos and outdoor adventures that help kids sharpen reading skills and develop a deeper 

appreciation for nature. A Parent's Choice Gold Award recipient in 1999. Published monthly. 

 

Reader's Digest         10 issues 

 

America’s most trusted magazine for ideas and inspiration on the topics that matter most to 

you. 

 

Science           51 issues 

  

A peer-reviewed journal that reports on international developments and research in all fields of 

science. Content includes brief news stories, in-depth articles, original research reports, 

editorials, job postings, essays, and book reviews. Special sections cover scientific training, 

career development, and the science job market, among other topics. 

 

Scientific American         Monthly 

 

This magazine is designed for technically educated professionals and managers who have a 

positive predisposition to read about, get involved with and act on a broad range of the 

physical and social sciences. Its articles and features anticipate what the breakthroughs and the 

news will be in a society increasingly dependent upon scientific and technological advances. 

 

Smithsonian Magazine         Monthly  

 

A monthly magazine that covers the arts, environment, sciences, history, and popular culture of 

the times, including news and stories that relate to current exhibits and events at the 

Smithsonian museums and elsewhere. Directed toward educated readers with diverse interests. 

 

Sports Illustrated          50 issues 

 

Description: A consumer magazine focusing on sports. Covers all types of popular sports, with 

articles on players, teams, sports, and society. 

 

Studies in American Fiction       2 issues Semiannual 

 

Publishes articles, notes, and reviews of the fiction of the United States. The essays provide a 

historical look at the works of well-known authors such as Ernest Hemingway, Mark Twain, 

and Kate Chopin. 
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Time             52 issues 

 

A consumer magazine covering news and general editorial. Provides analysis of today's 

important events, from politics to scientific breakthroughs to human achievement. Also reports 

on the arts, business and society. 

 

Time (Asian edition)         54 issues 

 

A consumer magazine covering news and general editorial. Provides analysis of today's 

important events, from politics to scientific breakthroughs to human achievement. Also reports 

on the arts, business and society. 

 

Vanity Fair           Monthly  

  

Covers world affairs, entertainment, business, fashion, crime and society. 

 

Washington Quarterly         Quarterly  

 

The Washington Quarterly, often abbreviated TWQ, is a quarterly magazine of international 

affairs, analyzing global strategic changes and their public policy implications. 

 

Wired           Monthly 

 

WIRED uncovers the most surprising and resonant stories about the people, companies, 

technologies and ideas that are transforming our lives. Whether it's 

technology...business...global politics...new media...arts and culture...the environment...or the 

best new products, WIRED is there, on the front lines of the 21st Century. Find out what's next 

with WIRED! 

 

Woman's Day          Monthly 

 

Woman's Day Magazine covers many topics of interest to women, making it one of the leading 

magazines in the country. Each issue features a variety of articles relating to home 

improvement, cooking, fashion, and family. Designed for women on a budget, many of the 

issues come with tips on saving money on clothing, food, and travel. 

 

Women's Studies Quarterly        Quarterly 

 

Since 1972, WSQ has been an interdisciplinary forum for the exchange of emerging perspectives 

on women, gender, and sexuality. Its thematic issues focus on such topics as Activisms, The 

Global and the Intimate, The Sexual Body, Trans-, Technologies, and Mother, combining 
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psychoanalytic, legal, queer, cultural, technological, and historical work to present the most 

exciting new scholarship on ideas that engage popular and academic readers alike. 

 

Women's Health          Monthly  

  

Provides information about health and beauty tips, fitness and weight loss, career and stress, 

sex and relationships, nutrition and diet. 

 

Writer’s Digest         8 issues  

 

For the writer at heart. Each issue focuses on the craft of writing, the tools and information for 

writing, and the markets for writing. Features examine how to write and sell magazine and 

newspaper articles, books, plays, poetry and scripts. 

 

********* 


